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hat do General Electric,
DuPont, Unilever, Neste OY,
Akzo, Ciba-Geigy, Solvay
Enzymes, Genencor, FMC and other com
panies from South Africa, Spain and Ger
Inany. besides government agencies fmlll
IIll.iollesia, Chilla and Ivory Coast have ill
common with a host of Indian companies
including Reliance, Adarsh Chemicals,
Godrej AgrOVel, EID Parry, Torrent
Pharma, Globe Organics, Tetragen, Hin
dustan Polymers, GSFC, Excel, Dr.
Reddy's Labs, Indian Oil, Indian Organ
ics, GAtL, Voltas. PII., Astra-IDL, Godrej
Soaps, Armour Chemicals, Straw Prod
ucts, Ficom Organics, Thermax, Hindus
tan Organics, CETEX Petrochem, Bharat
Petroleum, Hindustan Le ver and SOL')
They have sought technical solutions to
their design and manufacturing problems
from a CSIR laboratory in Pune , the
National Chemical Laboratory.
NCL has long been known as a centre

W

of excellence in chemical research. The
tradition e stablished by outstanding
chemists who led NCL from 1950 to the
late 1980s that included McBain, Finch,
K.Venkataraman , B.D. Tilak and L.K.
DoraiswalllY took it to these heights.
Today Net. ,"olle publishes more thall
250 research papers in a year in interna
tional jou[I1als (by comparison Indonesia
publishes 60 papers). NCL also holds the
maximum number of patents in India,
and 50 to 60 patents are filed by it each
year. Last year, over 20 US patents were
registered. Conswering that US patents
have the most rigorous procedures to
prove novelty and uti Iity, to hold a US
patent is a mail e r of great international
prestige .
The remarkable thing about NCL is not
that it has changed according to the global
technology regi me but that it bas becn
able to forcsee il. The change started a
few years prior to the events in 1991 in

Berlin or Moscow or New Delhi. In his
address to his 500-odd colleagucs when
he took over as NCL'S new director in
1989, Dr Rames h Mashelkar said that his
aim is to turn the laboratory into an inter
lIatiollal chcmical laboratory. The Ollt
look
towards
industrial
re search,
technology marketing and consu Itancy
underwent a sea change after that.
NCL'S technology marketing group
was set up with well-defined functions.
Profess ion a ls in law, accountancy and
marketing were hired and, using grants
from the World Bank, they were trained
in internationally well-known technology
markeling agencies. People were sent to
acquire first-hand know ledge of how the
cut-throat game of patenting is played
internationally. Training programmes in
management, etc, were conducted for
the scientific staff by management gurus
like Sharu Rangnekar. Special awards
were instituted, to be awarded on the
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foundation day to all those who were suc
cessful in registering US patents .
Schemes were worked out for providing
monetary incentives to scientists by
retaining some of the money earned
through royalties, international contract
research and consultancy. The results
were so remarkable that the director
general of CSIR formed a committee of
CSIR directors chaired by Mashelkar to
suggest si milar steps in the entire CSIR
set-up.
The result was the report produced by
the committee in January 1993, entitled
"Creating an enabling environment for

implications of these recommendations
and suggcst measures for their implemen
tation. The committee, which was headed
by Lovraj Kumar and following his
demise by Mashelkar, has just produced
its rep0l1. An exercise is also on to change
the bye-laws and statutes to make them
systemic rather than being left to the dis
cretion of individual directors.
But there is some concern that whi ·le
weaknesses in marketing may be cor
rected by these changes, it might destroy
the atmosphere for basic science in CSIR
labs. Mashelkar ably di scounts this fear
by giving the example of NCL. "Without

ashelkar continues to publish basic
papers in chemical engineering sci
ence. After receivin g hi s PhD at Univer
sity Department of Chemical Technology
under Prof M.M. Sharma, he went 011 to
set up from scratch a top-notch group at
Salford, UK , in polymer engineering
starting with the study of non-Newtonian
fluid dynamics. Dr Paul Ratnaswamy,
head of the catalysis group at NCL, who
has a large number of technologies and
US patents to hi s credit, continues to do
basic work in catalysis that has received
worldwide recognition. There are lllany
other examples. In fact, NCL made the

cOlTllllercialisation of CSIR knowledge
base: A new perspective." Besides what
had already been attempted at NCL, the
committee had some radical proposals:
scientists should be allowed to go Oll a
sabbatical to work in consultancies,
financial institutions and industries; sci
entists should be permitted to function on
the board of directors of private sector
companies. It was also suggested that
CSIR, in lieu of royalty payments , be
allowed to take equity in industries which
licensed CSIR technologies, and CSIR
labs be allowed to set up commercial
arms to market their technologies, ser
vices and hi-tech products . Immediately a
new committee was set up to work out the

high science there cannot be high technol
ogy and CSIR cannot bceome CIR," he
says. For example, there are people like
Dr B.D. Kulkarni who are doing esoteric
work in nonlinear dynamics, fractals and
chaos theory and their application to
chemical and biological systems. His
expertise was used in importallt work in
polymer engineering and catalysis. Simi
larly, cutting edge work is being done by
Dr Ganguly on Langmuir-Blodgett films
for developing new materials which will
have an effect on the much sought after
nano-technology. Top-n otch basic work
is also beillg done in organic synthesis
which wiJJ have an effect on organic syn
thetic technology, etc.

front page of The New York Tillles in
March 1990 - a first for Indian science
- for its pioneering work on tissue cul
ture that allowed bamboo to flower in a
few days instead of many years.
This vision of the correct bal ance
between science and indu strial research,
however, requires R &D management of a
very high class, which NCL has been for
tunate in having in Mashelkar. In fact, he
has bcen a consultant for Unil ever 011
technology strategy and R&D manage
ment and has been repeatedly gi ven
assignments by the World Bank to advise
on restructuring R&D in China and
Indones ia . Another innovation at NCL is
the concept of 'kite-flying projects'.
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Here projects that are too 'crazy' for any AD, India itself is projected to be the
funding agency to consider will be higgest global player in LAB.
financed hy a special fund at NCL.
Mashelkar believcs that many break
darsh Chemicals is putting up a plant
throughs and new insights come through
at a cost of more than Rs I00 crore to
such projects. After all, mannging sci produce the highly valued tetrahydro
ence and innovation is like managing furan, gamma-hutyrolactone and 1,4
creativity, a contradiction in terms, hut butanediol hased on NCL technology. It is
sOll1ething that governments and corpo superior to the state-of-the-art Davy
rations always try to do . There is no for Mckee process and is far more versatile.
lTIula and there cannot be any extremism Similar new and more efficient green
anl,1dogmati sm.
technologies have also been developed in
Another feature of NCL that helps it p-diethyl benzene for Hindustan Poly
do good science and even risk-taking in mers, methyl-ethyl ketone for CETEX
technology development is the research Pctrochem, cyclohexanone oxime for
programme. Right now,
thcrc arc ahout 2()() students
carrying out projects for
their PhD at NCL. They are
registered at other universi
ties but come to NCL for
their work. Many senior
scientists give PhD stu
dents sc ientific work or
ri sky technology develop
lTIent projects which they
ca nnot do themselves for
lack of time or funding.
This leads to a lot of basic
research papers and even
technology
advances.
Ma shelkar proudly points
out that out of 2 ,1 people
who arc going to he hon
oliled for aCljlliring (IS
l'<lt ents this year, six are
Ph D students!
Shivram is creating much sought after polymers
One 01" the major activi 
tics of thc catalyt;is group headed hy Paul GSI': C, diethyl benzene for Polychem, etc.
Ratnaswamy is in developing 'green
h is for this rcason that new catalyst
technologies' , ie technologies that technology has been contracted to be
involve catalysts and chemicals that are developed by NCL for GE in spec iality
cco-f"riendly. One such technol,ogy has chemicals, DuPont in speciality chemi
heen a new zeolite (a kind of clay) cata cals, FMC for a pcsticidc intermediate,
lyst for Liliear-Alkyl-13enzene(LAIl). As and catalyst know-how for Neste OY and
this story goes to Press, the NCL patented AKZO. NCL has successfu Ily transferred
technology is being tried out on a semi the technology for commercial produc
commercial scale of 500 tpa at the tion of variou s catalysts to United Cata
Reliance Industrie s complex at Patal lysts India, which has been winning
ganga. The process promises to yield hi-tech export awards.
increased LAB production and better
Similarly, the organic synthesis group
product characteristics. The present tech has developed processes for manufactur
nology worldwide uses hydrofluoric acid ing epibatidine, a painkiller with a
as a catalyst, which is highJy corrosive to potency 200 times higher thun morphine.
the plant and dangerous to the environ The current method involves ex tracting it
mellt. Once proven on a commerci<ll from the skin of an Ecuadorian frog - a
scale, there is excellent potential for total of 750 frogs yield only 24 grums of
global export of this NCL-Reliance tec h the pure substance. NCL'S process patent
nology, besides the fact that, by 2000 application is pending and is being

A

eagerly sought by a South African com
pany. A new process for biotin, one of the
B-complex group of vi tumins which ,is of
immense importance to animal health and
nutrition, has been developed. It does not
use the dangerou s phosgene gas that is
used by other processes and is cveil better
thun the one developed by Nobel Laureate
Prof Corey of Harvard University. Simi
larly, ranitidine, an anti-ulcerant which is
the world's largest selling drug, is cur
rernly manufactured using nitromethane
and alkali which form an explosive com
bination or using the hazardous methyl
isocyanate of Bhopal infamy. A new Ne t
process using zeolite
catalyst has led to a
safer manufacture of
ranitidine. A complex
17-step process for
brassinosteroids,
a
plant growth hormone,
was developed by NCL.
The product is cur
rently being marketed
by Godrej Agrovet.
There are many
such technology sto
ries in every lab of
NCL. For ' example,
there are many new
engineering plastics
and adhesives being
dcveloped hy the poly
Iller group headed hy
Dr Shivralll, who Idt
the
petrochemicall
giant tPCL and chose to
head the polymer chemistry group in
NCL. There is a new additive that will
reduce the drag in pumping oil through
pipelines and a super absorbent gel called
Jal Shakti which is finding applications in
diapers and sanitary napkins, though not
in agriculture as expected earlier.
There is a lot of work being done in
memhrane technology that has led to
membranes that can separate oxygen and
nitrogen from air without going through
liquefaction . For those who wonder how
all thi s hi-tech addresses India's basic
problems like pro viding safe drinking
water, the new membrane from NCL that
is being tested by Thermax will give
viru s-free water from the tap - and
moreover, at one-fifth the cost of systems
based on ultra-violet rays and microfilters
now in the market. There are polymers for
micro-encapsulation of pesticides that
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will biodegrade and lead to the controlled points out that while dollars are welcome
release of the pesticides.
for a fund-starved CSIR, the more impor
tant fall-out is that Indian researchers who
CSIR scientists are being enticed by
both Indian and foreign companies with can do world-class work also become
fancy pay packets. But Mashelkar world class in delivery times, quality and
believes that the new steps on monetary documentation, which will raise the over
all level of the country's research. Sec
incentives coupled with research freedom
will help retain talent. The embarrass ondly, he points out that with the massive
ment of riches, however, creates its own rise in costs ill the chemical industry in
problems. So far, royalty payments have North America and the subsequent mass
not been significant but if crores of rupees retrenchments, many multinationals are
soon start !lowing into
Net., the apportionment of
the money could generate
bad blood between differ
ent members of the research
group. Mashelkar is very
conscious of the problem
and is proceeding with cau
tion in setting up proce
dures and detailed log
books for the projects.
Masllelkar is very bull
ish about intemationalising
NCL. There
are many
dimensions to it. Initially he
used his reputation as a sci
entist to get to speak to GE
at Schenectady and DuPont
at Delaware in the US.
Invited for a seminar, he Paul Ratnaswamy Is India's catalysis man
would arouse so much
interest on NCL that by the same after
interested in actually transferring the
noon the business development people technology developed jointly with N C L
from these corporations started talking to back to Indian companies to manufacture
hi m, followed by senior vice-presidents. these chemicals in India with buy-back
These MNC clients for contract research arrangements.
and joint development have been satisfied
enough to keep coming back again and
hile receiving the G . D. Birla award
again . Recently, at Mashelkar's initiative
for scientific research for 1993
NCL bought stall space at the ACI-IME fair
from Prime Minister Narasimha Rao,
in Germany, the most famous trade fair Mashelkar pointed out that while the gov
for the global chemical industry, and mar ernment is moving ahead in globalising
keted NCL as a 'global R&D platform'. He the Indian economy, it has sadly
was able to excite so much interest over neglected investing more in science and
technology which can make it global ly
NCL in Kishan Rana, the Indian ambas
sador in Bonn, that for once an Indian competitive. "We are not afraid of intel
diplomat IS actually currying out the lectual property rights," he asserts. In
much talked about economic diplomacy. fact , he has circulated a well-thought-out
Rana has been meeting various CEOS of note on "Indian S&T in the wake of GAIT:
German companies to tell them about concerns, challenges and opportunities".
He believes that if we learn to play the
NCL. Half a dozen Gennan companies
patent game properly, we can generate
have already sent queries to NCL.
But one might ask, as some parliamen wealth by generating path-breaking ideas
tarians recently did, why infrastructure leading to new processes and products .
built with Indian taxpayers' money But we need not necessarily manufacture
should be used to do research for multina these products - we can earn consider
tionals. Mashelkar eloquently convinced able sums of money through royalties by
them of the benefits of such research. He selling patent ri g hts . "Indians have a
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comparative advantage in intellectual
activity, we should fully exploit it," he
says.
However, this 51 -year-old scientist
who comes from extremely humble ori
gins in the working class chawls. of Bom
bay and whose saga of struggle and
bri lIiance is inspiring enough to have
been included in Marathi school text
books, has many other dimensions to his
personality. He has headed the commis
sion which investigated
the Bhopal disaster and
which
conclusively
ruled out sabotage as
proposed by Union Car
bide . It demonstrated
that poor design of the
MIC tank and bad prac
tices led to corrosion of
the steel tank, which
provided the iron chlo
ride to catalyse an
explosive reaction that
led to the disaster. He
also headed the team
that investigated the
Nagothane explosion in
the Maharashtra Gas
Cracker Complex of
IPCL. Besides, he was
on
the
scienti fic
advisory group to the Prime Minister dur
ing Rajiv Gandhi's tenure and continues
to advise the government on a number
of issues.
Mashelkar's obsession with globalisa
tion does not limit itself to the economy .
In fact, hc is a man who does not believe
in boundaries. His recent Dankwerts
Memoria'l Lecture in London, the most
prestigious lecture in the global chemical
engineering circuit, was entitled "Seam
less chemical engineering science: the
emerging paradigm". The lecture has
aroused widespread discussion and
enthusiasm in the chemical engineering
community the world over. In the lecture,
he argued that the boundaries between
various scientific and engineering disci
plines are vanishing imd the more scien
tists recognise it and use techniques and
concepts freely learning from each other,
the better science and engineering wi II
develop. In short, Mashelkar was only
summing up the basic philosophy that has
allowed NCL to become the 'seamless
laboratory' it is today.
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